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Shy{ocK's Ghetto:
The Place
of the f;lay

James Clapp

Exterior of the Ghetto
Nuovo, showing building
heights and once-sealed
windows. Photograph courtesY
Stoni Guide, Jews ond
Synogogues.

Of all the ghettos in cities
throughout the world, past
and present, perhaps one
of the least known is the
one from which the term
"ghetto" originated. Cu-
riously, it is a place that is
better known as the setting
for a famous and controver-
sial work of fiction than as
the enclave of physical and
social confinement that
provided a generic referent
for a succession of infamous
places from Warsaw to
Watts.

In 15 16 the Jews of Venice
were herded onto a small
island walled off by i ts own
windowlessness from the
rest of the city. The gates
were locked from sunset to
sunrise. Few people are
aware that the term "ghetto,"
which has passed into
contemporary colloquial
usage, has antecedents in this
area of Venice, which was
then the site of a disused iron
foundry. Geto, from the verb
"to cast" (gettare), evolved
into the word that is now
almost universal ly given to
places set apart for peoples
of different religions, races,
and customs and to whom
are left by edict and/or
custom those occuPations,
roles, and castes that society
shuns or scorns. True to the
origin of the term, ghettos
are, then, wherever and
whenever we find them,
foundries of exploitation.

Eighry years after the edict
that created the Ghetto of
Venice, William Shakespeare
completed The Mercbant of
Venice, a play that has since

generated much debate,
interpretation, speculation,
and, as John Middleton
Murray remarked, " ln
Shylock Shakespeare created
the only post-Biblical figure
which has impressed itself on
the imagination of the world
and become a universal
symbol of Jewry."'

There is much speculation
about and controversy over
the "message" of The
Merchant of Venice. Students
of it have given it various and
divergent interpretations. At
one level it may be viewed
as Shakespeare's seizing
on a compell ing dramatic
opportunity. In his biography
of the playwright, Anthony
Burgess notes that there was
an incident in London that
may have st imulated Shake-
speare's interest in the
subject. Dr. Roderigo Lopez,
a Portuguese, "ch r ist ianized"
Jew and physician to the
queen, was implicated in a
plot to poison her and was
hanged and quartered in
1594. Christopher Marlowe's
Jew of Malta, dealing also
with a vi l lainous Jew, was
playing very successful ly
when revived after the Lopez
execution. The plot may have
been based on yet another
anti-Semitic play, The Jeu,
f irst mentioned in 1579 and
since lost. Shakespeare's
England at about this time
was also having an outbreak
of traditional Jew-baiting.':

Emphasis in interpretation of
the play has also been placed
on the subject of usury, also
popular at the time. The
catalyst of Shakespeare's play
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3 South side of the Campo
Ghetto Nuovo, showing the
facade of the ltalian School

4 Home for the Aged, Campo
Ghetto Vecchio. Photograph
by James Clapp.

For nearly three hundred
years the Gherto of Venice
was a nightly prison into
which, at its peak, as many
as 5,000 Jews were forced to
live at densities as high as
eight persons to a room.
During the day Jews could
circulate freely throughout
the city, pursuing the limited
number of trades they were
permitted (shoemakers,
tailors. and hawkers, the
poorest; moneylenders or
shipwrights, the wealthiest).
But by sunset they were
required to return to the tiny
island surrounded by canals
before the gates were locked.
Until sunrise the island,
known as the "Ghetto
Nuovo" (although it is the
oldest section set aside for
Jews), was patrolled by
police in gondolas, paid for
by taxes levied on the ghetto
residents.

During the daylight hours
the ghetto teemed with
activity. In the morning
trumpets sounded to signal
the hours of ceremony; in
the synagogue5-ihs1s \ /s1s
five, Levantine, Spanish,
Italian, and two Ashkena-
zic-called sczole (schools),
Jewish 6migr6s from various
points of the diasporic

1
compass worshiped in their
various rites, often with
the interested aftendance
of priests and learned
Venetians. The language of
the ghetto was a patois of
German, Spanish, and Ital ian
elements laid over with
Jewish expressions. In many
respects it was a small
town where everyone knew
everyone's business, with the
unity of a common heritage
and common circumstances.
For nearly three centuries,
this was the life of the Jews
of the ghetto who were
compelled to wear a yellow
circle insignia on their
clothing and forced to pay
heavy tributes while being
denied the most elementary
rights conferred on other
Venetians. They could own
no real estate and could
undertake few respected
professions or arts. The best
that could be said of their
treatment was that they
did so free of violence
and purges, as frequently
occurred in other cities, in
a col laborative relat ionship
with the Venetians. who
were rarely openly hostile.

Venice itself began as a
ghetto, albeit a relatively
voluntary one. The people

of the Veneto founded therr
unique city on the mudflats
of an Adriatic lagoon to
escape the Gothic marauders
picking the bones of the
Roman Empire in the fifth
century. The "barbarian"
hordes lacked boat-buildine
skills, and the stratagem
succeeded: Venice was never
invaded until Napoleon's
troops took ir  in 1797. By
the t ime we hear of Jews in
Venice, it was well on its
way to becoming a marit ime
power, a bridge between the
bazaars of the eastern and
western hemispheres.

According to a census in
1 152, approximately 1,300
Jews were reported to be
living in Venice. Their
numbers were further
increased after the Venetian
capture of Constantinople in
1204 in which Venice took
possession of several islands
in the Levant where Jews
were numerous. In the
beginning of the thirteenth
century many German Jews
arrived seeking refuge from
persecution in the north and
drawn by the commercial
opportunities in the thriving
seaport. The principal
settlement for Jews at this
time was not the city proper
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